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reoeat the course, but for the average or better jentallty? Of course 
one is not required to allow the test to be repeated, but one is 
ve^erally given to know that that is what is exnectedo I didn t, 
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think I am being quite mean and unfair because Other 
era ax« letting their students repeat *" They are and I am; but 
student does not have a basic minimum of knowledge (and it la a 
minimum minimum) they simply have Sailed to grasp any of the 
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It is true that social studies la the only coarse in the school, 
where this applies, and the legislature that passed this law was more 
concerned with Americanism than with scholastic attainment, buu taat 
does not excuse an anything goes attitude* Just to make things a iit le 
more difficult, in our school no one is permitted to send home a notice 
of failure without first having a conference with a vice-principal; one 
is given to understand that if a student can be passed, he should be, 
and th© principal geta up in front of the teacher s meeting and 
compliments the faculty on how few students they failed the Preceding 
semester* I wonder why*

Now that Shepherd has stayed up for four minutes against Yuri 
Gagarin's eighty-nine in orbit, the Gallup Foil reports a whopping 
65% of the public are convinced that the United States la ahead in the 
missile race., Last week our first (first mind you’.)’operational" 
missile blew uo in its hole at Vandenburg AFB* God DAMN it all to hello

Wednesday night I finished a final in a course I am taking at 
UCLA night school~on the History of the English Novel; I took it because 
my knowledge of modern fiction ranges from atrocious to non-e^iatant.. 
Most of my recreational reading is either science fiction and historical 
novels, or non-fiction* Eighteen novela, one a. week, ranging from 
Wuthiring Heights, Dickens, Vanity Fair, down to Joyce and Lawrence, . 
proved a fairly stiff reading dose, especially in the earlier part of 
the course, with these 600-oage Victorian liscurslons* Interestingly 
enough, I much preferred the 19th century novels to the QOth; I seem 
to have a oen chant for long books* Short stories I find uninteresting, 
and I seem to enjoy something almost in direct ration to its length., 
I tend to go through the S-F mags when they come out, read the serial 
Installments and the novelets, and Ignore the shorts completely, unless 
they are by an author of whom I am particularly fond*

I suspect one of the reasons for this is that I get a kick out of 
world-building: to me, half the fun of a science fiction story is to 
see how completely the author has realized his world* Thia is probably 
one the reasons I get such a bang out of the Lensman stories and L* 
Sprague de Camp* (Another reason, of course, is that those two authors 
have such fun writing their material that the reader can't help falling 
inot the spirit*) This is also why I consider Mary Renault's The King 
Mu st Die as being in every sense except the technical one of being the 
best fantasy-adventure story to be written in years, Tolkein exceeded,:

Last weekend I went to see a pair of films* One of them was the 
movie version of SO\TS and Lovers, the last book in this novel course.-. 
It was a first-rate film, tightening and simplifying Lawrence’s arguments, 
without losing their cogency* Aside from a couple of character 
manipulations (the book kills brother William and marries off brother 
Arthur; the film does it vice-versa) the story was quite faithfully 
carried out,. Th® theme was subtly altered; the film softens the


